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TECHNICAL PAPER

On the nonlinear relation between the Coefficient of Haze and Elemental Carbon 
mass concentration
Harry Ten Brinka and Regina Hitzenbergerb

aEnergy-research Centre of the Netherlands ECN, part of TNO, Petten, ZG, the Netherlands; bFaculty of Physics, Aerosol and Cluster Physics, 
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT
Coefficient of Haze (CoH) was the official proxy for the mass concentration of particulate matter in the 
US from ca. 1950 onwards. Originally, a linearity between CoH and sample load was claimed, but 
although shortly after the introduction of the method it was found that the relation between mass 
loading and the fraction of light 10 absorbed by the sample was identical to the nonlinear curve of the 
European “Black Smoke” (BS) method this correction was not officially adopted. We found that BS is 
a linear proxy for Elemental Carbon (EC) enabling an easy nonlinear conversion of CoH to EC concen-
tration. Earlier it had been assumed that light-absorption by a sample is equal in the two methods, 
although CoH is obtained by light transmission while BS by light reflection. The “Filter Smoke Number” 
(FSN), used for diesel-soot emissions, is in essence the light-absorption by samples collected on the 
same filter type as in the CoH method (but probed in reflection). We noticed that the curve relating load 
and FSN is indistinguishable from the BS/EC curve. Ingram showed that light-absorption measured in 
reflection and transmission for this filter type is highly similar, so the standard BS/EC curve can be used 
to compare BS/EC and CoH. At low loadings the relation of EC concentration and CoH was quite similar 
to the equivalency factor of Black Carbon (BC) concentration and CoH. At CoH = 8, the historic limit of 
a severe smog day; however, the EC/BC-concentration alone was three times higher than that based on 
a (linear) equivalency factor. At CoH = 8, EC/BC mass concentrations alone reached the OSHA 8-hr 
workplace exposure limit of 150 µg m−3 for total carbon (the sum of organic carbon (OC) and EC).

Implications: In this MS we show that the historic database of Coefficient of Haze (CoH) data can 
be converted to Elemental Carbon (EC) concentrations via several steps involving other historic and 
current measurement techniques (the European Black Smoke (BS) technique and techniques to 
measure Black Carbon (BC) and EC). The originally claimed linear relation between CoH and sample 
load is in reality a strongly nonlinear relation, so using the original linear relation leads to severe 
underestimations of historic EC concentrations especially on days with high concentrations of EC.
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Introduction

The parameter Coefficient of Haze (CoH) was a proxy 
for air pollution in the US in the second half of the 20th 
century. Its value was in essence based on the fraction of 
light absorbed by filter samples of particulate matter 
(PM) obtained with a standard automated sampler for 
PM as described in the next section. It was determined 
in a number of networks in the US.

A conversion of CoH to the mass concentration of 
Black Carbon (BC, a term used to indicate the analyte 
of optical measurement methods) is of relevance 
because eBC is a proxy for Elemental Carbon (EC, 
a term used to indicate the analyte of thermal-optical 
measurement methods) to assess historic levels of EC 
as it is strongly associated with negative health effects 
(Janssen et al. 2011) which must have been more 

severe in the past given the elevated CoH levels 
(Kirchstetter et al. 2017). Furthermore, EC/BC 
absorbs solar radiation which is a substantial factor 
in positive radiative forcing leading to global warming 
(IPCC 2013). EC/BC was very likely a major anthro-
pogenic warming component in the 1950s based on 
emission estimates by Bond et al. (2007). 
Measurements of the parameter CoH started in the 
1950s and with the equivalency factor historic BC 
mass concentrations were reconstructed from the 
CoH data (Kirchstetter et al. 2008, 2017).

In a short calibration test with laboratory soot 
Kirchstetter et al. (2017) noticed that CoH did not lin-
early follow filter loading, so they used long-term 
averages of CoH values in their determination of an 
equivalency factor between CoH and BC mass 
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concentration (obtained from co-located measurements 
with the CoH instrument and an aethalometer). This 
non-linearity is in contrast to the linear relation of CoH 
and filter loading claimed by the manufacturer at the 
time of invention (Hemeon, Haines, and Ide 1953). 
However, a non-linearity was already found shortly 
after introduction in studies in Australia (Sullivan 
1962), Canada (Sanderson and Katz 1963) and South- 
Africa (Kemeny 1962) and also in a study in the late 
1960s in the US (Ingram and Golden 1973). We use the 
latter study here because the highly similar Black Smoke 
(BS) method was also tested there. We also address the 
non-linearity in more general terms because it is 
a general feature of light absorption measurements of 
samples collected on fibrous filters.

In the absence of quantitative data on the non- 
linearity as a function of filter loading in the CoH 
approach we used an indirect route via BS, a parameter 
also based on measurements of the light-absorption by 
aerosol samples collected on paper fiber filters, so the 
two parameters should be intimately related. This rela-
tion was investigated in the early years of application of 
both CoH and BS methods (Ingram and Golden 1973), 
who showed a table and a graph of the nonlinear rela-
tion. However, this relation was not based on measure-
ments as we found in our analysis (see section 3), but we 
show in the present study that the assumptions made by 
Ingram and Golden (1973) were indeed valid.

The non-linearity between light-absorption (defini-
tion given below) and filter loading is due to a piling up 
of particles on top of each other inside the pores of 
fibrous filters, especially at elevated loadings (Hinds 
1999; Park, Hansen, and Cho (2010). This leads to 
a deviation from the log-linear relationship between 
light absorption and loading as expressed by Beer’s 
law, a well-known phenomenon in aethalometer mea-
surements known as “loading effect” (Weingartner et al. 
2003). Aethalometer derived BC mass concentrations 
are usually corrected for this non-linearity (Virkkula 
et al. 2007). An even stronger nonlinear relation between 
CoH and filter loading is to be expectedbecause the fiber 
filter (Whatman-4) is of a coarser material than the 
aethalometer filter tape. In the next section we present 
an analysis of the CoH-method.

Experimental method, uncertainties and 
nonlinear relation of CoH and loading

In essence CoH is the value of the fraction of light 
absorbed by aerosol filter samples collected with the 
“AISI” automated tape sampler (Hemeon, Haines, and 
Ide 1953) using a Whatman-4 cellulose fiber filter. Light- 
absorption by the filter deposits was measured in 

transmittance and expressed as the 10log of the ratio of 
the light passing a blank filter and that passing the 
samples. One unit of CoH was defined as equal to 0.01 
of this logarithm. CoH was translated into an absorption 
coefficient so that results obtained with different sam-
pling volumes could be compared. The unit CoH per 
1000 linear feet was defined, written as CoH/1000ʹ. It 
expressed the absorption per 1000 linear feet of the 
column of air sampled through the loaded filter spot, 
which is equal to the ratio of the sampled air volume 
divided by the surface area of the spot; in mathematical 
form: 

CoH=10000 ¼ CoH=L ¼ � 100� 10log I=Ioð Þ
� �

=L (1) 

with L = sampling volume/sample surface area; with L in 
units of 1000 ft; at standard sampling conditions 
L equals 5.5.

Equation 1 is, incidentally, similar to that for the 
attenuation (ATN) used in the aethalometer from 
which value the BC mass concentration is derived, 
except that ATN is expressed in terms of the natural 
logarithm. In most reports and publications values of 
CoH are presented while in reality these are in the unit 
CoH/1000ʹ. We will follow this convention.

We could not find a report on a standardization of the 
method in contrast to that for the BS-method described 
in the next section. There are only some graphs with 
a few rather scattered data points in the original pub-
lication by the manufacturer (Hemeon, Haines, and Ide 
1953). From these it was claimed that a linear relation-
ship between mass loading and CoH existed, which from 
thereon was taken as a basic feature of the method.

The most pertinent information on the CoH- 
approach was found in a publication by Ingram and 
Golden (1973) and specifically in the underlying detailed 
report (Ingram 1969), where the transmittance of an 
unused filter tape was measured. The standard deviation 
of the transmittance values (i.e. the spot-to spot differ-
ences) was found to be 3%; a similar value can be 
deduced from studies by Sullivan (1962) and Heidorn 
(1980), which translates to an uncertainty of CoH of 
0.25. Incidentally, this uncertainty is lower (<1%) in 
the Black Smoke method in which the light-absorption 
is probed in reflection, as discussed in section 3 below.

A rough check of the linearity of the method was 
made by Ingram and Golden (1973) in comparing the 
CoH value of a single 2-hr sample with that obtained as 
the average of two consecutive 1-hr samples. This com-
parison indicated that a CoH value of 4 for a standard 
2-hr sample corresponded to a CoH of approximately 6 
for the average of the two 1-hr samples, implying that 
the relationship between loading and CoH is nonlinear. 
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A non-linearity was also noticed in Australia (Sullivan 
1962) and South-Africa (Kemeny 1962). In Canada 
(Sanderson and Katz 1963) a Whatman-52 filter with 
smaller pores was used for which still a quite nonlinear 
dependence was seen. We proceed to address this non- 
linearity in a quantitative way via the analogy of the CoH 
approach with that of the Black Smoke method and that 
in the method to measure the so-called Filter Smoke 
Number (FSN), the standard method for diesel soot 
emissions (e.g. AVL 2005). The FSN is measured using 
the same filter type as for CoH, but absorption is probed 
in reflection.

Black Smoke, Filter Smoke Number and their 
relation with the Coefficient of Haze

Ingram and Golden (1973) applied the BS method in 
New York in a series of measurements. The aim of the 
study was to relate values of CoH, the reference measure 
for air pollution in the US, to that of the “mass” concentra-
tion as obtained with the BS method as reference European 
measure for air pollution by PM. A full description of the 
official measuring and quality assurance protocol is pro-
vided by Ingram (1969) in his report on behalf of US-EPA 
that we summarize here. Instead of the Whatman-4 filter 
prescribed in the CoH method, a Whatman-1 cellulose 
filter was used with the same diameter as that in the CoH 
method, but the (standard) sample period was 24 hrs. 
Originally BS was meant as a proxy for the gravimetric 
mass loading on the filters, but it was already realized at 
the time that it was in fact a proxy for light-absorbing 
carbon. The relation of the fraction of light absorbed and 
actual filter mass loading was assessed via the so-called 
normalization approach in an elaborate protocol of 
OECD (1964). The key feature in this approach is the use 
of “proportional sampling” with which samples of the same 
aerosol with increasing loadings are obtained. This is 
accomplished via a number of parallel sampling lines with 
pumps intermittently operated at different time intervals. 
The light reflected by the samples is determined with 
a reflectometer. The intensity of light reflected from 
a blank filter is set to 100 (%). Then, the reflectivity of 
a loaded filter is determined. The light-absorption is defined 
as the linear difference in intensity of the light reflected by 
the blank and loaded filters, divided by the intensity of the 
light reflected by a blank filter, expressed as Darkness Index 
(DI) in %. Its relation with the CoH as measure for the light- 
absorption is discussed in the Appendix A and used here in 
section 4.

The normalization of the mass loading versus light- 
absorption as expressed by DI occurs as follows. In 
a separate line the aerosol is collected on a glass fiber filter 
for weighing; the cutoff diameter of the sampler is similar to 

the one of the BS-sampler(s) and roughly equivalent to that 
of PM10 (ten Brink, Hitzenberger, and Keuken 2021). The 
tests in New York City were performed in the Lower East 
Side and at a site close to the NE tip of Manhattan in the 
years 1966 to 1968; the relation between light absorption 
and absolute mass loading at the two sites was highly 
similar. The shape of this nonlinear curve was the same as 
that of the international standard BS-curve (OECD 1964). 
In absolute terms the normalized “PM10” mass loading at 
the reference absorption value (DI) of 25% was close to 
30 µg cm−2 compared to 20 µg cm−2 for standard BS.

In our evaluation of the report (Ingram 1969), we 
noticed that the graph relating CoH and mass loading 
was not based on comparison measurements, but con-
structed with the assumption that the fraction of the 
light absorbed by a sample obtained with the CoH 
method was the same as that in the BS-approach. In 
the following we examine this, while providing the 
details of our evaluation of the study by Ingram and 
Golden (1973) in the Supplementary Material (S1.1).

We found two crucial points: a) in the BS method 
light absorption is probed by light reflection, while in the 
CoH approach it is probed by transmission and b) the 
filters are of a different type.

With respect to issue a), Ingram (1969) studied the 
comparability of absorption obtained in transmission 
and reflection from the same sample. We evaluated the 
data given in the report and found that absorption 
measured in reflection is 1.06 times that in transmission 
with an R2 of 0.93 (Figure 1). A similarly high correla-
tion was found by other authors (Saucier and Sansone 
1972; Sullivan 1962) but with different regression coeffi-
cients. Issue b) is the use of a different filter type in the 
CoH and BS methods; the fraction of the light absorbed 
by the same sample might be different. However, we 
provide evidence from literature of the comparability 
via an analysis of the light-absorption in the FSN 
approach. The parameter FSN is basically the light 
absorption by a standardized filter sample, expressed 
on a scale from 0 to 10. In this way 1 unit of FSN equals 
10 units of darkness index (DI) in the BS-method.

We compared the curve of EC mass loading versus FSN 
(expressed in DI units) and the EC curve versus DI (based 
on an equivalency factor of 0.15 between EC and BS (ten 
Brink, Hitzenberger, and Keuken 2021)). In the Appendix 
A, in which the issue is further discussed, Figure A1 shows 
that the shape of the graph of EC mass loading versus FSN 
is indistinguishable from that of EC versus DI, within the 
uncertainty limits of the methods. This implies that the 
relation between EC-mass loading and fraction of light 
absorbed on Whatman-4 filters is the same as that on 
Whatman-1 filters. The difference in the absolute EC mass- 
values is due to the different methods with which EC is/was 
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determined. Since the fraction of light absorbed in reflec-
tion and transmission was equal within the error limits of 
the measurements (Figure 1), the relation of EC-load and 
the fraction of light absorbed in transmission is the same as 
that with light-absorption measured in reflection 
(Figure A1).

Coefficient of Haze versus Elemental Carbon 
concentration

We turn now to the central theme of our investigation, 
the assessment of the (nonlinear) relation between EC 

(BC) mass concentration and CoH, using the relation 
between DI and CoH discussed in the Appendix A. This 
empirical relation (see Figure A1) was then translated to 
the corresponding EC concentration using the surface 
loading of EC and the sampling volume.

The curve shown in Figure 2 is in a form that can be 
compared with the graph given by Kirchstetter et al. 
(2017) for BC concentration versus CoH. We used the 
lower curve of Figure A1, for this comparison that is 
a little complicated because Kirchstetter et al. (2017) 
constructed a linear fit, while the “BS”-curve is highly 
nonlinear. Therefore we compare the two relations at 
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R2 = 0,93
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Figure 1. Relation of the fraction of light absorbed by samples probed in reflection versus that in transmission with absorption 
expressed as the difference in the light received for a loaded versus a blank filter, in percentage as usual in the BS method; data from 
Ingram (1969).
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Figure 2. Relation between the concentration of Elemental Carbon (EC) and CoH based on the relation of EC mass concentration and 
light absorption according to the “standard BS-curve” converted to units of CoH and for CoH values that exceed three times the lower 
detection limit of 0.25 in the CoH-method.
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levels where the non-linearity is small but where values 
are substantially higher than the lower detection limit of 
0.25 CoH units. This implies that such a comparison is 
only meaningful for a value of CoH > 1. However, even 
at these values the non-linearity in the relation between 
CoH and EC is already appreciable. Kirchstetter et al. 
(2017) give a proportionality factor of 6.7 μg m−3 BC per 
unit CoH. According to Figure 2, the EC mass concen-
tration is 7.4 μg m−3 at a CoH of 1.25, and 14.5 μg m−3 at 
a CoH of 2. These values correspond to an EC mass 
concentration of 5.8 μg m−3 and 7.6 μg m−3, respectively. 
This is a good similarity of values for two parameters 
that are based on different reference methods, as dis-
cussed in the Appendix A.

At higher CoH numbers, the associated EC/BC mass 
concentration is much larger than that obtained with the 
linear equivalency factor/linear extrapolation of the BC- 
values. At CoH = 8, which was the marker for harmful 
smog in the 1970s (US-EPA 1975), the corresponding 
mass concentration of EC/BC is around 150 μg m−3 

(Figure 2), while the linearly extrapolated mass concen-
tration of EC/BC would be less than 50 µg m−3, which is 
a severe underestimation. Daily values of CoH in excess 
of 8 were recorded in New York City during severe smog 
episodes in the 1950s (Greenburg et al. 1962). Even taking 
into account all uncertainties, the associated EC concen-
tration of around 150 µg m−3 alone would be at the 
current 8-hr exposure limit at workplaces of 150 µg m−3 

for the total carbon mass concentration (OSHA 2013), 
which is the sum of EC and organic carbon.

Conclusion

The parameter Coefficient of Haze (CoH) was measured in 
the USA from the early 1950s until the beginning of this 
century. We show that its value is nonlinearly related to 
filter mass loading, although a linear relation was claimed 
by the manufacturer and US-authorities. We demonstrate 
that the actual nonlinear relationship corresponds to the 
standard international “Black Smoke” curve. EC mass load-
ing follows the same curve. We translated the “BS”-curve 
relating EC and fraction of light absorbed (DI) to a graph of 
EC loading versus CoH by expressing the DI values in units 
of CoH. The EC mass-concentrations obtained this way 
were comparable to those of BC given the uncertainty in the 
values of these parameters in general, derived from CoH 
values in the intercomparison tests by Kirchstetter et al. 
(2017) at the lowest reliable CoH value. At a CoH value of 8, 
marking the lower limit of severe smog, the nonlinear “BS” 
relation gives an EC-concentration of around 150 µg m−3, 
which is three times higher than the linearly extrapolated 
EC/BC mass concentration. Such a value, incidentally, is 
close to the OSHA 8-hr workplace exposure limit of 

150 µg m−3 for Total Carbon, which consists of EC and 
organic carbon.

In our literature search we found that for the 
Whatman-1 and Whatman-4 cellulose fiber filters the 
light-absorption by samples measured in reflection is 
much more reliable than in transmission.

Highlights

● The “official” linear relation between CoH and filter mass 
loading does not apply

● The relation is that of the strongly nonlinear “Black Smoke/ 
BS” curve

● CoH-values can be converted, via the standard BS-curve, to 
EC-concentrations

● Historic EC-levels alone reached the current 8-hr exposure 
US-limit for total carbon for workplaces
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Appendix A. Comparability of the light- 
absorption by samples on Whatman-1 and 
Whatman-4 filters

In the CoH approach Whatman-4 filters are used that have 
larger pores than the Whatman-1 type used in the BS- 
approach. It is suggested that, because of the coarser filter 
the collection efficiency and the penetration depth of the 
particles would be less in the CoH method, the fraction of 
light absorbed by the same aerosol sample is lower (Biles and 
Ellison, 1975). This might seem a valid assumption but we 
searched in literature for experimental support, or rather 
experimental data on the relation between loading and light- 
absorption. We noticed that Whatman-4 filters are in exten-
sive use in assessing the soot emissions in exhaust. The most 
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used is the method with which the “Filter Smoke Number 
(FSN)” (ISO 2019) is obtained as reference criterion for parti-
culate emissions in diesel exhaust, with a standardized sam-
pling procedure and light-probing (AVL 2005).

There is a long-established relation between FSN and the 
mass-loading of the filters (AVL 2005) and EC-loading (e.g., 
Northrop, Bohac, and Chin 2011). EC was determined with 
a thermal optical analyzer according to NIOSH-protocol 5040 
(Birch and Cary (1996) for measurements of the levels of diesel 
soot in working environment. The relation found between EC 
mass concentration and FSN closely followed that of the 
standard curve of total mass against FSN (AVL 2005), with 
a correlation coefficient R2 of 94% and a 1:1 slope. The relation 
is given in equation (A1) with the EC-concentration C in 
μg m−3 and light-absorption expressed in the unit DI of the 
BS-method: 

C ¼ 1:2�DI�eð0:038�DIÞ (A1) 

The light-absorption by the filter sample is measured in 
reflection. The probe light has a quite similar wavelength 
distribution as in the BS-approach which makes 
a comparison straightforward. Figure A1 shows the curves 
relating EC-filter loading and light absorption in the FSN 
approach (eq. A1) and the “standard Black-Smoke curve” 
(ten Brink, Hitzenberger, and Keuken 2021), with light- 
absorption expressed in the standard way as the natural 
logarithm of the ratio of the light reflected by a blank and 
a loaded filter respectively. The shape of the curves appears to 
be equal within the uncertainties of the measuring methods. 
The absolute difference is quite likely due to the different 
methods used for defining and quantifying EC. The NIOSH 
approach was applied in combination with the FSN method 
by Northrop, Bohac, and Chin (2011); this approach was 
specially developed for freshly emitted soot for which the 
EC content is high. For EC derived via the BS-method (ten 

Brink, Hitzenberger, and Keuken 2021) the EC values were 
expressed in concentrations according to the EU-reference 
protocol EUSAAR-2 TOT (Panteliadis et al. 2015).

A final point to be addressed is that freshly emitted diesel 
exhaust aerosol is assessed in the FSN approach, while in the 
CoH and BS methods urban aerosol was probed, which con-
tains large amounts of additional components that are non- 
absorbing but could modify absorption by the sample. 
However, for samples collected from diesel exhaust by 
Wallin (1965) the curve relating loading and the fraction of 
light absorbed was fully similar to that for the standard BS 
curve for urban aerosol though with a 3–4 smaller absolute 
mass loading due to the larger proportion of EC in diesel 
exhaust (ten Brink, Hitzenberger, and Keuken 2021). 
A concern could be that in the FSN-approach the probe light 
is aimed at a 45° angle onto the filter and the detector is placed 
at the opposite angle. This configuration may imply that the 
light has a longer path through the sample in comparison to 
the perpendicular approach in the BS-method, but the issue 
under discussion is the form of the curve rather than the 
absolute values.

The empirical graphs of Figure A1 were translated to similar 
graphs with CoH as the parameter for light-absorption. CoH can 
be expressed in terms of DI via eq. (1) noting that the normalized 
light absorption in transmission and reflection is the same as 
evidenced in Figure 1 in section 3 of the main text. The normal-
ized absorption in reflection is DI (as a percentage) while that in 
transmission is (I0-I)/I0. Hence I/I0 in eq. (1) can be replaced by 
1-DI/100 so a relation between CoH and DI is obtained. For 
a comparison with the relation of CoH and BC concentration, 
expressed as ambient concentration in the study by Kirchstetter 
et al. (2017), we converted the surface concentration to a similar 
air concentration of EC. This concentration is obtained by multi-
plying the specific surface load by the loaded filter surface 
(5.06 cm2) and dividing by the volume of air collected in the 
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Figure A1. Specific loading of EC of samples obtained from light absorption as probed by the FSN approach and via the Black-Smoke 
method (ten Brink, Hitzenberger, and Keuken 2021), expressed in the standard unit DI (percentage of absorbed light).
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standard operational mode in CoH monitoring of 30 ft3, equaling 
0.85 m3. This relation is presented as Figure 2 in the main text.

Finally we mention that in aviation the light-absorption by 
samples on Whatman-4 filters serves as measure for soot emis-
sions with the light-absorption expressed as Smoke Number 
(SN), which is equivalent to the absorption unit DI in the BS- 
approach. The Smoke Number is measured in perpendicular 
reflection. This seems to make this approach ideal for 
a comparison with the BS-method. We found that the official 
graph used to relate BC/particle mass concentration and SN 
(FAO3, Stettler, Swanson, and Barrett (2013)) is highly similar 

to the BS curve. However, almost all measurements are at the 
lower detection limit because current emissions are in compli-
ance with the regulations enforcing such low values. 
Furthermore, soot-particles in the emission of the latest types of 
turbines are much smaller than that in the older types for which 
the FAO3 relation applies (Stettler, Swanson, and Barrett 2013). 
This lowers the filter collection efficiency and increase the pene-
tration depth of particles in the filters, affecting the curve relating 
loading and the fraction of light absorbed and making the Smoke 
Number method (rather) unsuitable for a comparison with the 
BS approach.
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